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What are the policies and processes that govern grant choices?
What does best practice mean for Australian philanthropists?
How well do they really understand the needs of the
organisations they fund? These questions were at the core of
research carried out by the Asia Pacific Social Impact Centre at
Melbourne Business School, as part of its report “Philanthropy:
Towards a better practice model”.
A questionnaire was developed that aimed to gather the views of both grant makers
and grant seekers to better understand how they operate, but also, to gauge
perceptions of their place in the sector. We’ve pulled together some findings that we
think are particularly interesting for not-for-profits and philanthropists.

ȘĚĿF-PĚŘČĚPȚİǾŇ ǺMǾŇĢ PĦİĿǺŇȚĦŘǾPİȘȚȘ
As philanthropic methodologies evolve, there is a philosophical trend away from
conventional philanthropy, towards venture philanthropy (scaling-up impact and
capacity building) and catalytic philanthropy (multi-sector campaigns relying on
cooperation to achieve measurable impact).
The research does not endorse a particular approach; however, it does indicate that
while philanthropists are labelling their approach as venture or catalytic, the reality of
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The research does not endorse a particular approach; however, it does indicate that
while philanthropists are labelling their approach as venture or catalytic, the reality of
their funding remains, in many instances, more closely aligned to conventional
philanthropic giving.

At the heart of the shift away from conventional philanthropic models, is a desire to
move away from one-off projects and towards a more strategic “outcomes” focus.
These approaches intrinsically require a higher level of engagement and resourcing
which can go beyond the capacity of many philanthropists.
This desire by some philanthropists to be more engaged must be kept in balance by
NFPs who need to ensure that engagement is meaningful. There is a threat of
mission drift and other fall-outs from the sometimes evident power imbalance that
exists between those that provide the funding and those that need it.
Today, NFPs must not only understand this evolving landscape, but they must also
become attuned to which grant-makers have implemented these new approaches.

FŲŇĐİŇĢ BĚỲǾŇĐ PŘǾĢŘǺM ȘŲPPǾŘȚ
Another comparison between what philanthropists do and how they are perceived by
NFPs, was in the types of support they offered.
As can be seen in the diagram below, both groups believe program funding is the type
of support most regularly offered and received. Conventional philanthropic
approaches have long seen support directed towards programmatic funding that has
clear start and end dates.
Evolving from this are the ‘venture’ or ‘catalytic’ philanthropists whose approaches
are more likely to support requests from NFPs to build their organisational capacity or
invest in boosting active collaboration.
While the research indicates many philanthropic respondents see themselves as
being open to support for those fields, NFP respondents indicate that, in reality, they
struggle to convince philanthropists that these investments are worthwhile despite
being highly valued.
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This disconnect between what philanthropists say they are willing to support and
what NFPs actually see as being the reality should give all parties pause to reflect.
Is this a case of NFPs being unable to appropriately articulate a case for support
towards the less tangible aspects of capacity building? Or is it an indicator of
philanthropic intent not matching action?

ẄĦİČĦ ČǺPǺČİȚỲ BŲİĿĐİŇĢ ǺČȚİVİȚİĚȘ ǺŘĚ
MǾȘȚ İMPǾŘȚǺŇȚ?
The report further interrogates the alignment of priorities between NFPs and
philanthropists; and the results show some clear disconnects.
As can be seen below, philanthropists put Advocacy Capacity and Board
Development as the top priorities, but for NFPs these were both far down their list.
IT development was at the top of the NFPs’ list, but for philanthropists this was well
down the line. The second most important activity for NFPs, fundraising, came in
dead-last for philanthropists.
For NFPs, the daily realities of operating in a digital environment, coupled with
growing resourcing costs, are top of mind. Unfortunately, both fundraising and IT
infrastructure are hard things to get philanthropists excited about. Philanthropists
need to consider how they can contribute to funding these key core requirements
when the performance gains can be clearly demonstrated by the applying NFP.

FŘİĚŇĐĿỲ ǺȘȘŲMPȚİǾŇȘ
For many of these misaligned perceptions, the obvious solution is to improve
communications. However, insights from the survey suggest that even within the
realms of relationship building, feedback and communications there’s a troubling
level of inconsistency.
In questions related to relationships, the philanthropists were far more positive about
interactions than NFPs.
When it comes to feedback, 80 per cent of philanthropists feel they provide sufficient
feedback. Yet only 21 per cent agree on the NFP side.
While almost all philanthropists feel they are suitably open to communication; less
than half of NFPs shared their view.
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These insights show much room for improvement. However, if these two crucial
groups can meet at the table in a more regular and productive dialogue, then perhaps
both sides – and the communities they serve – will benefit from this greater
alignment.

ỲǾŲ MŲȘȚ PǺỲ ȚǾ PĿǺỲ
Another source of divergence was how likely a philanthropist would be to support
project evaluation.
While philanthropists were split 50/50 on whether they would or wouldn’t fund
evaluation; there was a large portion (86 per cent) of NFPs who felt there is a low
likelihood.
It’s a reminder that if philanthropists want quality information on their impact, they
must be willing to help fund that analysis.

ȚŲŘŇİŇĢ İŇȘİĢĦȚȘ İŇȚǾ ǺČȚİǾŇ İȚĚMȘ
While the findings did reveal some asymmetries in how different groups viewed
themselves, it is clear that all groups are united by their tireless efforts to address
social problems.
Bridging this divide is vital for continued growth in philanthropic impact. Respondents
identified this would be best achieved through building and expanding strategic
relationships between NFPs and philanthropists.
At a more granular level, it was felt that philanthropists have a responsibility to be
more strategic about their projects; to be clear about their intentions, and to measure
and report on their own success and failure.
The report has set a benchmark, which it hopes will be a strong foundation for
continued growth and greater impact across the sector.
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